In 2019, the MCTSAA disbursed over $100.000.00 dollars to support its mission. This support is a testament to those that started organized
educaton in this historic community, and to the visionary legacy of the MCTS founder, Mr. Isaiah J. Whitley. Also, it reflects the continued
love and appreciation to so many people no longer with us, and our commitment to keep this institution alive and contributing to young minds,
hearts and spirits
• Provide College Scholarship dollars for desiring graduating high school seniors
• Purchased a new Electronic Billboard installed at the Middle School
• Sponsored a trip for student to Montgomery to visit the Lynching museum
• Sponsored the 400 African American August 2019 commemoration of Day of Healing
• Produced MCTSAA Newsletters
• Made major improvements to the MCTS Whippets courtyard and Brick site
• Sponsored and Supported the celebration of the finding of the Clotilda in May 2019
• Hosted the Annual Robert L. Hope homemade Kite intergeneration event
• Sponsored the first annual Clotilda descendants festival
• Provide school support for faculty and staff when requested
• Sponsored the First Isaiah J. Whitley MCTS Legacy awards luncheon
• A major Sponsored of the second annual Clotilda Landing Celebration
• Hosted the All MCTSAA annual reunion classes celebration
• Hosted Cemetery lunch and learn workshop at Robert Hope Center- December 2019
• Hosted Southern New Hampshire University (SNHU) Students and Faculty February 2020

Please Donate Today to the MCTS Alumni Association

Please send checks/money orders to P.O. Box 10274, Prichard, AL 36610
Please note the various categories of sponsorship levels and select the one you desire by
completing and checking the information below:
Name:_______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City:___________________

State:______________ Zip Code:_____________

Organization/Business/Individual’s Name:___________________________________

Payment of Method: Annually:_____ Semi-Annually:_______ Quarterly:_______ Monthly:_______
Pay online at www.mctswhippets.org using the programs section and state sponsorship level.
Date:________________________________: Write sponsorship level:___________________________________

SPONSORSHIP LEVEL CHOICES

Platinum
Gold
Silver
Bronze

$1000.00
$750.00
$500.00
$300.00

Ruth Taylor Ballard: A Nursing Pioneer In the Jim Crow South
By Daryn Glassbrook
In 1954, the public school system of Mobile, Alabama, launched its first training program for black nursing students. It was a one-year
Licensed Practical Nurse Program (LPN). Before then, an African American who wanted to study nursing had to travel to places like Selma,
Montgomery, and Tuskegee. Few had the means or the ability to do so, and those who did were denied admitting privileges at all but one
of Mobile’s hospitals.1 At the time, Mobile’s population was around 35 percent black. Black healthcare workers had to face many daunting
challenges, including race-based health disparities, hostility from white colleagues and patients, the racial wage gap, lack of recognition,
and unequal access to professional and educational resources. Their dedication and sacrifice over many years are an important, yet too often
overlooked part of the story of the civil rights movement. Black nurses, in particular, were first to cross the color line in health care. Mobile’s
new black nursing graduates started attending to patients in the segregated hospital wards a full decade before the first black physicians gained
admitting privileges.2
On June 20, 2019, I spoke with Ruth Taylor Ballard, an eighty-four-year-old retired nurse who was one of nineteen black women in the Class of
1955, the first graduates of the Mobile County Public School System’s LPN program. After graduation, Ballard went on to earn her Registered
Nurse (RN) certification while working as a nurse in Mobile for
over 40 years. This conversation has been edited for length and
clarity.

Becoming a Nurse
Daryn: Please describe the program for black nursing students that
was established in Mobile.
Ruth: I honestly cannot recall how I heard about it. However, I
always wanted to be a nurse. There were nursing programs in the
Mobile area [but they were] not open to blacks at the time. The
closest program for LPN’s was in Selma, Alabama, and my parents
were not able to send me to Selma. So when I learned about the
program in Mobile, I did apply, and I was accepted in the first class.
Daryn: You mentioned your parents. Were you living at home?
Ruth: Yes, I was living at home with my parents.
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Daryn: Did your parents approve of this program for you?
Ruth: My parents was very up on education, even though [neither]
my father nor my mother was high school graduates. It was one thing they said, that all of us — and it was seven of us — would graduate from
high school. They wanted us to go to college.
Daryn: Was this program for high school students only? Or was it for anybody who wanted to apply?
Ruth: It had to be open to the general public because there were people who was married, had children. There were some that was younger
than I. I graduated [high school] in 1953 and I was working to save money to go to college.
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First Job
Daryn: What was the pay like when you got your first job at Providence Hospital?
Ruth: If I remember correctly, something like seventy-five dollars every two weeks. Very little.4
Daryn: You mentioned that you got married and had children–did you continue your nursing career after that?
Ruth: That was a challenge, but if you’re determined to do something, you can do it. Because when I went to Bishop,5 I had three children
— the two older ones was in college, [the] youngest one was in high school — and my mother was ill, my father was ill and I was working
full time. So — my family, we worked out a schedule that when I was in school and working, they took care of them, and when I got home
— because I lived across the street from my parents — I cooked and made sure that my children and husband was taken care of. Then I took
care of my parents until I had to get up and go to school in the morning. That’s the way our family did.
Daryn: Can you talk about your experience interacting with patients and other staff when you were one of the few black nurses practicing? Did
you find acceptance?
Ruth: There was acceptance because the black nurses took care of the black patients. The only time that black nurses took care of white
patients was if someone called in, and they would pull what they call “the best nurse” to go take care of whatever needed to be done. And then
you got the worst patients, the sickest patients, the ones that required the most work. And most of the time they never would call you by your
name — they would walk up to you, “do this, do the other” ––and there was no respect for black nurses. And they expected you to do the bulk
of the work.
Daryn: But the attitude you got from black patients was pretty positive?
Ruth: My approach to them was: my name is Ruth Ballard. I didn’t care whether they called me Mrs. Ballard, nurse, whatever. If they wanted
to call me Ruth, I was fine with it. I knew who I was. I am there to give you the best care I possibly can. Before I did anything to them, I would
address them as mister or missus. I would tell them my name and then I would let them know what I am here to do for them. And I found that
when you went in with that approach, the patient accepted you. I was there to do a service. I would tell the patient this pill is for this, that and
the other. You know, Mrs. Tyler, she always told us hearing is the last thing that [leaves] a person. Even if a person was lying there comatose, I
talked to that patient while I was bathing them or doing whatever to them, telling them what I was going to do for them as I did it.

MCTS Word Search

Epilogue
Unlike many others from the Class of 1955, Ballard remained in nursing for her entire working life, retiring in 2000. After leaving Providence
Hospital, she held nursing jobs at Brookley Airforce Base hospital in Mobile, the Veterans Affairs hospital in Gulfport, Mississippi, and a
chemical plant in Axis, Alabama. Finally, as a newly certified registered nurse (RN) in the 1980s, she began working as a psychiatric nurse at
Searcy Hospital in Mount Vernon, Alabama. “That was really when I found my niche,” she says.
Although not everyone in the community remembers Ballard’s time as a nurse, she is well-known and commands great respect. On August
23, 2019, the residents of Mobile’s Africatown participated in a nationwide bell-ringing ceremony to commemorate the 400th anniversary
of the first African slaves to arrive in the British colonies in America. At 2:00 pm, the school bell at Mobile County Training School6 was
rung for four minutes to honor the community’s slave ancestors in the presence of their living descendants. One alumnus of the school, a tall,
dark-skinned woman with closely-cropped white hair, was chosen to help release 110 butterflies, representing the number of slaves who were
illegally shipped to Mobile on the Clotilda.7 That woman was Ruth Ballard, R.N.

A Spotlight of Excellence on MCTS Alumni
Arthur J. Pettaway (Class of 1958)

Arthur J. Pettaway entered Mobile County Training School (MCTS) as a member of the Freshman class
in September 1954. He graduated in May 1958 as salutatorian of the Senior class of 1958 with a 3.7 grade
point average. He participated in numerous organizations and clubs at MCTS. During his sophomore
year, he was a member of the choir and the Artisans club. Mr. Pettaway was a member of the Honor
Society, the Hi Y Club, the Science and Mathematics club , the Marching band, and the photography club
during his junior and senior years. Additionally, during his senior year, he was Editor-in-Chief of the
Whippet, Assistant Editor of the 1958 Mocotian, and President of the Artisans Club.
In September 1958, Mr. Pettaway matriculated at Howard University, Washington, DC and received a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Sociology , July 1962.
Upon receiving his degree, Mr. Pettaway entered active duty in the U. S. Army in August 1962. He
received an honorable discharge from the U. S. Army in August 1965 in Teheran, Iran.
Mr. Pettaway began his career in the Federal Government with the U. S. Peace Corps in Washington,
DC on March 28, 1966. At the onset of his tenure with the Peace Corps as an Assessor, he evaluated
and classified applicants to serve in Peace Corps programs in India, Nepal, Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan,
Tunisia, Morocco, Thailand, Malaysia, Micronesia, Western Samoa, Tonga, South Korea, and the
Philippine Islands.
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The first five financial members to send in a completed copy of the MCTS Word Search above, will receive a $10 gift card.
Mail to MCTS Alumni Association, P.O.Box 10274, Prichard, AL 36610.
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Almost At The Top And Still Climbing

On July 14, 1968, Mr. Pettaway was promoted and reassigned into a Placement Officer position. In this position, he established pre-training
selection and placement criteria for Peace Corps applicants to serve in East Asia and the Pacific Islands. Subsequently, he was promoted into a
Program Officer position on February 22, 1970 in the Peace Corps’ East Asia and Pacific Regional Office.
Following employment with the Peace Corps, Mr. Pettaway was appointed into a Personnel Staffing position on January 10, 1972 with the
Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, DC. In this position, he provided advisory services to management officials on personnel policies
and procedures as stipulated by the Federal Personnel Manual and the District of Columbia Personnel Manual.
On August 4, 1974, Mr. Pettaway was appointed into the U. S. Secret Service, Washington, DC, as a Personnel Management Specialist. In this
position, he established and coordinated the Secret Service’s upward mobility program and coordinated all activities pertaining to the Secret
Service’s Equal Employment Program.
Mr. Pettaway was promoted into an Equal Employment Manager (Employment) position on January 4, 1976. While assigned to this position, he
planned, administered, and evaluated the Department of the Treasury’s (EEO) Discrimination Complaint Processing System. In August 1989,
the Secret Service reclassified Mr. Pettaway ‘s position and on August 27, 1989, he was promoted into the position Chief, Equal Employment
Opportunity and Special Programs Branch. After a distinguished career, Mr. Pettaway retired from the U. S. Secret Service with 32 years of
Federal Service on December 31, 1995. He resides in Silver Spring, Maryland with his wife, Linda.
Being cognizant of the importance of a good education, Mr. Pettaway made a personal decision to provide financial assistance to students who
attend Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU’s) . He began making financial contributions to the United Negro College Fund
(UNCF) in 1975 .
Since the establishment of the UNCF/MCTS Scholarship Fund, Mr. Pettaway has unwaveringly provided financial assistance to high school
graduates interested in furthering their education by attending colleges and universities throughout the United States. Since March 20, 2003, Mr.
Pettaway has contributed a total of $28,500.00 to the Scholarship Fund.
Since graduating from Howard University (1962), Mr. Pettaway has been a steadfast contributor to its endowed scholarship program. In 2002,
Howard University granted Mr. Pettaway “Honor Roll Status” for his contribution to the All Classes Reunion Gift Campaign. He has contributed
$60, 000.00 to Howard University, College of Arts and Sciences, scholarship program.
In 2010, Mr. Pettaway established a scholarship at his former Church, Saint Peter Missionary Baptist Church, Mobile, AL. The scholarship was
established to provide financial assistance to graduating high school students interested in obtaining an Associate of Arts or Bachelor’s degree.
Mr. Pettaway contributed $5, 200.00 to the scholarship fund from 2010-2014.
Additionally, as a way of encouraging two, middle school students in Mobile, AL to do their very best in school, Mr. Pettaway has awarded
them $2,800.00 in U. S. Treasury FE savings bonds.
With plans to continue his humanitarian spirit of giving, Mr. Pettaway has pledged $10,000.00 to scholarship programs and related activities to
benefit minority students in furthering their education during calendar year 2020.

A Spotlight of Excellence on MCTS Alumni
Black Sports History in Alabama: William Clark
By: Brandon Spradley

This article is part of a larger project by the United States Sports Academy and the Mobile County
Training School Alumni Association that captures the historical significance of the memories and feelings of African Americans who played sports and lived in the Mobile area during the time of segregation. You can take a look at the project here.
This article highlights William Clark, a former athlete and coach at Mobile County Training School
(MTCS). Clark attended MCTS from 1953-1957. He received a football scholarship to play quarterback at Dillard University and graduated in 1961.
Clark held a variety of positions throughout his career. His first job was teaching and working with his
former coach Charles Rhodes at MCTS. He was the assistant coach on the 1966/67 state championship
football team and served as the head basketball coach for his alma mater.

Representatives, District 98.

He played an integral part in impacting the city of Mobile (Alabama) and its surrounding African
American communities in areas such as education, athletics, and politics. Clark served on the Board of
Trustees at the United States Sports Academy. In addition, he served 26 years in the Alabama House of
Two videos that highlight Bill Clark’s legacy are highlighted in the link below.
http://thesportdigest.com/2020/02/black-sports-history-in-alabama-william-clark
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Africatown Connections Blueway Celebration
By Liz Smith-Incer and Darron Patterson

The Africatown Community celebrated its connection to the life giving, surrounding waterways during the 2nd Annual Africatown
Connections Blueway Celebration held Saturday, October 12, 2019 beneath the Cochrane-Africatown USA Bridge.
The celebration included a Native American blessing of the site by Vancleave Live Oak Choctaw Chief Terry Ladnier as well as a Ceremony
of the Elders. This was followed by placing a commemorative wreath in the Mobile River to symbolize the healing and resilient link between
jurisdictions along the Blueway, which include the City of Mobile, City of Prichard, City of Chickasaw and Mobile County.
The celebration also included free food and live music. Visitors enjoyed exploring educational stations that included the Mobile County Book
Mobile, Clotilda Descendants, African drumming, driftwood art making and the U.S. Navy, among others.
It is important to share the healing and resilient spirit of this community with others. The Africatown story touches people all over the world
and it is essential that we fortify our connections here at the local level by working collaboratively together and celebrating together.
For the past three years, the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails & Conservation Assistance Program, in a collaborative effort with
Mississippi State University School of Landscape Architecture, has assisted the community in the creation of concept plans to demonstrate
potential future access to the surrounding waterways of Africatown. These plans were displayed during the event.
Sponsors for the Blueway Celebration event included the National Park Service, C.H.E.S.S., The Clotilda Descendants Association, Mobile
County Training School Alumni Association, Mobile Environmental Justice Action Coalition, University of South Alabama and City of
Mobile.

Youth from Africatown participate in the traditional rituals practiced by the
founders of Africatown.
Credit: Liz Smith-Incer, National Park Service

Liz, Ruby, Chief Ladnier, Joe & Anderson celebrate the
Africatown Connections Blueway beside the Mobile River on
Oct. 12, 2019. Credit: Liz Smith-Incer, National Park Service

Throughout my work with the Africatown Connections Blueway project, project partners have asked for tools to cultivate collaborative
relationships that lead to more productive project coordination. The National Park Service is committee to collaborative work and I had some
ideas.
Teaming up with Leavie D. King, III, CEO of CoachedUP, we created a space for community partners to develop a clear understanding of the
purpose of the Blueway, how the purpose of the Blueway connects to the purpose of partner organizations and generate guiding principles for
working together to develop the Africatown Connections Blueway.
Building on the Workshop’s theme of “Water Connects Us All: Africatown Connections Blueway is a catalyst for reconnecting people to their
place,” Leavie and I led folks through a series of engaging activities to get to know one another and better understand why communication is
so important in the world of collaboration.
We learned collaboration can help us:
• Build a shared understanding about our shared resources
• Foster a connection to the thing we are collaborating for
• Better understand complex, interrelated systems
• Lay a foundation for our future planning
One of the key aspects of collaboration comes from an understanding of ourselves and how our individual perception and awareness effects our
interactions with others. You can never be sure that your version of reality is the same version shared by others, or that your version captures all
possibilities. What we see is only one perspective and we will be wasting our time if we spend our time debating about who is wrong and who
is right or whose truth is the right truth. Instead - we can begin by acknowledging - ‘This is what it looks like from my perspective” and ask
“what does it look like from your perspective?

Lucy Boykins....................................Chairman of Senate
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MCTS Historical Organizations
MCTS Clubs and organizations:

KI Yi Club - The Ki Yi Club, which is the oldest club on the campus, was organized in 1929 by the Principal. The club has as one of its prerequisites of membership a high scholastic standing. It is one of the most outstanding clubs on the campus.
To become a member of the social club you must be a member of Senior High School, a person of good character, and you should also have an
“A” or “B” average.
Artisan Club - The Artisan Club is the second oldest club on the campus. This club has as its aim, the encouragement of those people who show
artistic tendencies and abilities. To become a member of the club you must obtain scholastic standing, good character, and also an artistic ability.
Peppy Pal Club - The Peppy Pal Club, which includes the pupils of the Freshman Class was the third club organized. Its purpose is to groom
those freshmen aspiring for membership in one of the social clubs of senior high school status.
Any freshman that is expecting to join a club of senior high school may join this club.

Chief Terry Ladnier of the Vancleave Live Oak Choctaw Tribe scribes a
message of peace on the “Wall of Blueway Greetings”.
Credit: Liz Smith-Incer, National Park Service

Just Us Club - The Just Us Club was organized for the senior high boys. It tends to develop sportsmanship, friendliness, and scholarship among
boys. To become a member of the club you must have scholastic ability, be a young man of good character, and a member of senior high
school.

Liz, Ray, Greg, John, Joe and Kern prepare the site for the
Africatown Connec�ons Blueway Celebra�on. Credit: Liz SmithIncer, Na�onal Park Service

Maximus Club - The Maximus Club which is the sister club of the Just Us Club, is one of the youngest clubs on the campus. Its aim is to
develop fine qualities of womanhood and scholarships among its members. To become a member of this club you must be a young lady of
unquestionable character, scholastic ability and a member of Senior high school.

During the workshop, we spent time working on
“Communication Essentials”.
(This could be used as a side bar)
“If we were supposed to talk more than we listen, we would
have two mouths and one ear.” - Mark Twain

L’Entre Nous Club - In 1949 this was the youngest club on the campus. It is an all girls’ club. It has as its aim the desire to inculcate certain
skills and social adaptabilities within the girls of the “every day, care free” type.
Y-Teen Club - The Y-Teen Club is dedicated to the purpose of fostering and maintaining a spirit of Christain living among the students of the
school.

We learned that active listening is essential for good
communication. A few helpful active listening statements that
we should all use more in our conversations everyday are:
“Tell me more about that...”
“Help me understand….”
“I’d really like to hear what you think about...”
“Why is that important to you?”
“So what I think you’re saying is...”
“Let’s see if I’ve understood this…”

The National Thespian Society - The National Thespian Society is an organization for those who display dramatic tendencies.
National Honor Society - The National Honor Society is an organization which has as its requirements for membership a high scholastic standing, irreproachable character traits, and leadership abilities.
N.H.A - The New Homemakers of America is the National organization of Negro students studying homemaking in Junior and Senior high
schools. The organization was founded in 1944-45 by pupil representatives from all the states. The New Homemakers of America is a nonprofit corporation which has for its purpose the development of social qualities, the provision for wholesome recreational activities and the
promotion of better home life for its members and their families. The New Homemakers of America organization is composed of chartered
stste associations which in term are composed of chapters chartered by the stste association.
New Farmers of America - The N.F.A. (National Farmers of America) is a National Organization of Negro boys, who are regularly enrolled
students in vocational agriculture. This organization here at the MOBILE County Training School is the local chapter. The local chapters in
Alabama make up the State Chapter and the State Chapter of the states where vocational agriculture is taught make up the National Chapter.
Big Sisters - The Big Sisters was organized many years ago by the late Mrs. A.K. Guy. Its chief purpose is to encourage and maintain a spirit of
cooperation, friendship, and sisterly attitude among the girls, to establish and develop high standards of character, personality and citizenship in
them and to inspect girls daily for uniforms and personal appearance.
Boys Inspectors (Marshalls) - The Boys Inspectors (Marshalls) is an organization which maintain a spirit of cooperation, friendship and brotherly attitude among the boys, to establish and develop high standards of character, personality and citizenship in them; and to inspect Daily for
uniforms and personal appearance.
We need your help in finding out more information on the below organizations. We need to know the missions of each of these organizations.
1. Quill and Scroll
2. Math and Science Club
3. Boys Scouts of America
4. Future P.T.A.
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5. Future Teachers
6. International Language Society
7. Blazers
8. La Chic

9. Spiders
10. Peppy Pals
11. Kampus Kids
12. Sportsmen

13. La Rosa Roja
14. Gemetts
15. Charmetts
16. Ravens
17. Les Amants

After lunch workshop participants reviewed their individual
interests, strengths and “gotta haves” and posted them on “The Africatown Tree” representing roots, trunk and leaves. When
groups come together collaboratively to accomplish something: your organizations are bringing your individual strengths, skills,
and connections, and together, you can do something that separately none of you could do well, as much, or perhaps even at all. It
is important for everyone to stay engaged and stick together; everyone needs to feel that the collaborative is advancing his or her
organization’s mission. In addition, each organization needs to be working to advance the mission of the collaborative effort that you are
working on together.
During the action planning part of the workshop, participants
shared ideas and recommended next steps for the following
topics:
1) The Clotilda Landing
2) Lewis Landing 1 & 2 and Lewis Quarters
3) Africatown Baptism Landmark
4) Hwy 158 Paddle Launch
5) “Working to Connect Us”, something that tangibly
connects all four jurisdictions that make up the
Blueway and something that intentionally creates a
unified project

Caption: Africatown Connections Blueway Collaboration Workshop
participants ring Mobile County Training School Bell to show commitments to one another and to their community. Credit: Mobile County
Training School Alumni Association
Page
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The Africatown Blueway Connection Workshop
By: Ouida Tooley Shears

Now is the time for ALL good men to come to the aid of our community. Sounds familiar doesn’t
it. That phrase is familiar to most of us, yet the gist of the phrase holds true of us here in the
Africatown Community, and ultimately to the city of Mobile.
In January, I had the pleasure of attending an Africatown Blueway Connections Collaboration
Workshop at the Hope Center. The Workshop was designed to demonstrate the ability for groups/
individuals to work together in unison and how easily we can work together regardless of our
differences and talents when we put forth the effort to do so. When we come together as one, you
will be surprised at what can be accomplished when nobody cares who gets credit for the outcome
of the project.
There were, and still are a number of things that I don’t know or understand about the Blueway,
however, the information shared regarding the plans help me visualize a beautiful waterway that
will not only amplify our awesome waterways but also bring commerce to the area. I can hardly
wait!
The workshop which was focused on getting us all on the same page regardless of our different
gifts and talents, in my opinion, was a great success. That, in essence, is what it’s all about. To me,
that spells success. I am looking forward to the next workshop.

Wade in the Water: 2020 Healing, Reconciling, and Revitalizing Africatown
MaryElizabeth Harper, GulfQuest Museum Director

On a lovely Sunday in February, about 250 people gathered at the National Maritime Museum of
the Gulf of Mexico (GulfQuest) to participate in Wade in the Water: 2020 Healing, Reconciling,
and Revitalizing Africatown. The program began with a libation on the waterfront and continued
inside in the Port City Room, overlooking the Mobile River, with presentations and a Question &
Answer period.
Africatown native, Jocelyn Davis moderated the program. The first speaker was Dr. Natalie
Robertson, author of The Slave Ship Clotilda and the Making of AfricaTown, U.S.A.: Spirit
of Our Ancestors and “An Alabama Shipwreck Reveals the Untold Story of the International
Slave Trade” which appeared in the November/December 2019 issue of the National Geographic
History Magazine. Ann Chinn, Executive Director and Founder, Middle Passage Ceremonies
and Port Markers Project, was the second speaker. The final speaker was Liz Smith-Incer, Field
Office Director for the Rivers, Trails & Conservation Assistance Program of the National Park
Service. All three women have worked with and on behalf of the Africatown community for
many years and they share the hope of the organizers, including GulfQuest staff and Anderson
Flen that this was the
first of many discussions
about the slave ship
Clotilda and Africatown,
and that with this program, healing, reconciling, and revitalizing
began.

Spring Hill College Students Facilitate Community Conversation at
Yorktown Missionary Baptist Church
By: Erik Goldsmidth

On Friday, January 17, 2020, over 25 community members gathered at Yorktown Missionary
Baptist for a conversation that was facilitated by six Spring Hill College students. Pastor Chris
Williams hosted this community conversation in partnership with Spring Hill College, the
MCTS Alumni Association, and C.H.E.S.S. The discussion focused on three questions:
(1) What do you love about Africatown? (2) What are your hopes and dreams for Africatown?
(3) What has gotten in the way of the community’s progress? The table conversations addressed a wide range of challenges for the community as well as hope-filled potential directions.
As part of their Fellowship in Civic Leadership program out of Spring Hill’s Foley Community Service Center, these students under the supervision of Dr. Erik Goldschmidt spent many
hours meticulously analyzing their lengthy notes of the event. The students solidified the range
of ideas, personal hopes, and strategic directions for Africatown into 10 goal-oriented themes:
1) Restore Africatown’s close-knit, family-like community that values its heritage and mutual
respect.
2) Revitalize Africatown to a self-sustaining community.
3) Foster local businesses and job creation.
4) Ensure active government representation that advocates for Africatown and supports its
reconciliation efforts.
5) Preserve historical structures, provide safe, affordable housing, and increase residential
zoning.
6) Motivate the youth to embrace their history and to be active members of their community.
7) Create a central voice to cultivate a unified community.
8) Develop a sound educational experience for youth in the community.
9) Attract people to the community to reverse the declining population of Africatown.
10) Plan for a long term response to environmental issues within the community.
These themes align with many of the priorities that have been discussed in the community as well as specific projects already underway to
revitalize Africatown.
Pastor Williams, Anderson Flen, and the Spring Hill students intend to continue community conversations like these to generate concrete action
steps to accomplish these goals and to align many of the projects in the community. The follow up community conversation had been scheduled
for mid-March but has been postponed due to the COVID-19 health crisis.
It is important to point out that the Spring Hill College students volunteered their Friday afternoon’s from September 2019 to March 2020 to
learn about Africatown and to assist in several projects. A special thank you goes to the students: Haha Blalock, Elisabeth Dreaden, Christian
Gilbert, Oliver Kane, Makayla Rodrigue, and Zach Schultz. Another thank you goes to the David Mathews Center for Civic Life which provided support for the Fellowship in Civic Leadership program.

GulfQuest staff worked with Dr. Robertson to develop interview
questions for an oral history project that will allow descendants
to tell their stories, which will be preserved and displayed at
GulfQuest.
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Jan. 10th Collaboration Workshop Launches the
Africatown Heritage Preservation Foundation, Inc.
By Vickii Howell

The letters “T,” “E,” “A,” and “M,” were each printed on separate pieces of paper, and placed on 10 tables, where more than 80 people sat in a
room at the Robert Hope Center. Obviously, there is no “i” in “TEAM,” a point stressed in several group-building exercises designed to foster
cooperation among various organizations in Africatown and their supporters.

Note From Yorktown Baptist Church
By: Reverend Christopher Williams

Greetings all,
This great community of Africatown has faced many different trials and tribulations in the pasted years, yet she is still standing and
moving forward. She will face even more obstacles in the days, months and years to come, however, obstacles are only stepping stones
when we put God �irst. When God become a priority, the entire community will come together as one and began working together,
struggling together, and succeeding together.

I believe that the Africatown Community can accomplish this by following the directions of

The exercises were part of a day-long Jan. 10th community workshop entitled “ Water Connects Us All: Africatown Connections Blueway is
A Catalyst for Reconnecting People to Their Place.” It was the first official program of the Africatown Heritage Preservation Foundation, a
new community organization created to develop the levels of teamwork necessary to manage future, community-wide Africatown projects,
especially those related to the spectacular Clotilda discovery last year.
As more eyes focus on Africatown because of the Clotilda, the last known slave ship to enter the U.S., and as more projects like the Blueway
come into being, “it has become obvious that the community needs the services of a professional administrator,” said Anderson Flen, cofounder of the new organization. “And the new Foundation’s role is to recruit the administrator. Soon.”
Connected By Water

1 Corinthians 1:10;
10
Now I beseech you, brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing, and that there be no divisions
among you; but that ye be perfectly joined together in the same mind and in the same judgment.
This scripture teaches that unity is the greatest asset available to all of us as well as to Africatown and her residents.

The past history, the present stories, and the future of this great community depends on the unity of the present residents, past
residents, and future residents that make up Africatown.

With that said I beseech you to take a closer look at this scripture;
10

Now I beseech you, brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,

The Lord Gives Us A Commandment
that ye all speak the same thing,
He said Speak as one
and that there be no divisions among you
He said Struggle as one
but that ye be perfectly joined together in the same mind
He said Stand as one
in the same judgment.
He said Survive as one
When we follow the directions of the Lord we will succeed and become
what God will have all of us to be.
“Be Blessed & Be A Blessing”

The Africatown Connections Blueway is a 10-mile stretch of waterways, natural habitats and park spaces that connect Historic Africatown in
Mobile to Africatown U.S.A. State Park in Prichard, Alabama. A portion of the Blueway also runs through the City of Chickasaw.
The project started in 2016, when the Mobile County Training School Alumni Association applied for and received a technical assistance grant
from the National Park Service. The MCTSAA’s grant secured the services of Liz Smith-Incer, the Mississippi & Puerto Rico Field Officer for
the NPS’ Rivers, Trails & Conservation Assistance Program.
Since then, Smith-Incer has facilitated scores of monthly meetings that have been instrumental in guiding community plans for the Blueway.
The project now includes 14 proposed points of interest along its water trail system. One is at Magazine Point called “The Clotilda Landing,”
located along the Mobile River under the western foot of the Africatown Bridge. The founders of Africatown -- who were illegally brought
to the area as human cargo from Dahomey (Benin, West Africa) aboard the Clotilda in 1860 -- first settled on that spot after being freed from
slavery after the Civil War ended in 1865.
Now, civic and political representatives involved in the planning process have created the Blueway Planning Team. It is tasked with sustaining
the project for the health, educational enlightenment and economic opportunities of communities along the Blueway.
When Smith-Incer finishes her work, Africatown must be ready to pick up the leadership reins.
“MCTSAA, and other community organizations, can no longer sustain important community projects with volunteers alone,” Flen said.
“We don’t have the time, the professional skills, and there’s too much technical work that needs t be done. We need to build a paid team of
administrators to make sure all the moving pieces related to Africatown are well managed, for the good of the whole community,” he said.
Flen’s plan is for the new foundation to raise money to hire Africatown’s first administrator within the next few months. But even before doing
that, he said, the ideas of teamwork and collaborative efforts have to be well established in the community.
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Collaborating In The Workshop
To accomplish those goals, Flen asked Smith-Incer to create and co-lead the Jan. 10th workshop. Speaker and corporate trainer Leavie King,
III -- an Africatown native, Clotilda descendant, and CEO of Coached Up 2 Success -- led the team-building exercises.
On the paper with “T,” King gave the 10 groups a minute to think of words with that letter. The groups came up with words such as “trust,”
“thoughtful,” “transparent,” “tenacious,” and “teachable.” “Together” and “talent” were the most common words.
Some of the E-words included “energy” (a favorite), “ excellent,” “elevate,” “empathy,” “economy,” “effective,” “egalitarian,” and “envision.”
M-words included “maximize,” “mission,” “mutual,” “mapping,” “management” and “momentum.”
In another exercise, King had workshop attendants walk around the room, trying to find the other half of their compound word, such as “slap”
and “stick,” “moon” and “light.”
The exercises and talks were all about relationship-building, focused on how to listen and how to speak to each other. The workshop wasn’t
necessarily about creating specific action items, Smith-Incer said, although there were a few.
“While we might have been lucky enough to develop some next steps, the main goal was for people to get to know one another and to learn
about how our families, individual organizations and communities are connected through the Africatown Connections Blueway,” she said.
“This workshop is only just the beginning of our working together.”

Promise made and promise kept
MCTS Middle School to receive a new electronic billboard sign
In August 2019, the MCTSAA new Middle School Principal requested one major thing from the Alumni Association, an electronic Billboard to
replace the outdated manual sign.
I promised that the alumni would have the dollars he was requesting by October 15, 2019. We presented him a check for $24,000 for the sign
on October 18, 2019.
We would like to send a special thanks to those alumni that went above the average contributions for this very important project.

Organizations represented at the workshop -- besides MCTSAA, which sponsored the event-- included: the Clotilda Descendants Association;
the Africatown Community Development Corporation; Africatown~C.H.E.S.S.; the GulfQuest National Maritime Museum; Mobile Bay
National Estuary Program; Dauphin Island Sea Lab; the Mobile Environmental Justice Action Coalition; M.O.V.E. Gulf Coast CDC; the Boys
& Girls Clubs of South Alabama; the Black Heritage Council of the Alabama Historical Commission; Legacy 166, Inc.; Oberlin College;
Spring Hill College; Georgia State University; the University of South Alabama; the City of Mobile; the City of Prichard; and the Mobile
County Commission.
Alabama State Rep. Adline Clarke, whose district includes Africatown, also attended, as did Prichard Mayor Jimmie Gardner.
Flen hopes that those who attended the workshop will be working partners with the new Africatown Heritage Preservation Foundation as it
seeks to find professional leadership for the Africatown Connections Blueway, a project that truly connects the region.
Africatown and its strategic partners recognize how everyone stand to benefit from the spectacular discovery of the Clotilda, which has
generated hundreds of local, national and global news articles and media interviews. It has also led to civic engagement meetings about new
museums and other potential tourist attractions, especially through the Africatown International Design Idea Competition that is set to launch in
June 2020.
The Blueway and other projects could potentially attract millions in tourists and their dollars, creating new jobs and business opportunities for
Africatown and the entire Mobile area.
“If ever there was a time for everyone to come together around our shared history, and our physical and emotional connection with the water,
that time is now,” Flen said.

Legal Services Alabama: Helps Residents Preserve Land, Legacy
By: Valynda Jerome-Williams, Esq. - Legal Services Alabama Staff Attorney

Legal Services Alabama (LSA) knows first-hand that when a landowner dies without having made a Last Will and Testament (will), entitled
surviving relatives inherit the land. The land is called heir property. Heir property results in a “cloud on title” to land, as no one has a legal
instrument, such as a deed, to prove land ownership. Puzzling questions arise.

The William “Bill” Clark Legacy Group Fund would like for you to donate
$116 by May 16th, 2020 in honor of William “Bill” Clark. These funds
will go to support the below organizations: Junior Golfers Program, Boys
and Girls Club Program, Africatown Community Garden Program and
more. Please donate today by sending a check to Community Foundation of
Southeast Alabama. P.O. Box 990, Mobile, AL 36601.

MCTS Million Dollar Legacy
A Story Worth Telling...
A History Worth Sustaining
Each One...Reach One...Teach One...
Million Dollar Legacy Campaign
Donate a minimum of $25 or more to the Million Dollar Legacy
Campaign. Visit www.mctswhippets.org to donate.

The Annual Robert L. Hope Kite Event has been postponed due to
COVID-19. We plan to reschecule this event at a later date.
Please everyone stay safe.
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Caption: Legal Services Alabama Attorneys and Staff in action.
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Presberg appreciated having the opportunity to learn from those at the conference who are considered foundational figures in environmental
justice.
“As a student interested in environmental justice work, being able to learn from their wisdom, experience, and advice was excellent,” says Presberg. “Beyond this, being able to participate in the academic conference with our partners from Africatown, have them hear us present, support
them in their presentation, and just learn alongside each other was an incredible and unique experience.”
The group’s participation at the conference was supported by the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Environmental Studies Program, the Blank fund, and a grant from the Consortium on High Achievement and Success.

Class of 1969 50th Reunion
By:Shirley Flen Labbe

The Mobile County Training School class of 1969 came together on November 29- December 1, 2019 to celebrate our 50th Class Reunion. This
was a grand occasion. Many class members and their families were in attendance as we reminisced about our journey that began at dear old
“County” so many years ago.
Our theme- “We’ve Come This Far By Faith”- perfectly
embodied our celebration. This reunion was truly a Blessing. It
afforded us a chance to recall the past and affirm the present and
future of what God has done and continues to do in our lives.
The festivities began on Friday night. We were host of the Annual
ALL MCTS Reunion 2019 Banquet. Sandra Davis Phillips was
the Mistress of Ceremony while other members of the class
contributed to the banquet’s success. On Saturday November 30th
we had a special event at the Ashbury Hotel & Suites Banquet
room. Shirley Flen Labbe shared video of previous class events
and we sang spiritual songs led by Carl Walker. Norman Gatson,
our committee chair, was the Master of Ceremony. We were
able to share a moment of remembrance with a Memorial Tree
that listed the names of our deceased classmates. Gwen Dennis
Thomas recited a special poem as she acknowledged the dearly departed by name. This expression of love was such an important role in our
celebration.
Additionally, class members showcased their accomplishments and reconnected with alumni who had been away from home. Many members
were recognized for “going the extra mile” for our class. It was an absolute glorious affair.
On Sunday December 1, 2019 we had a wonderful worship service at Union Missionary Baptist Church. The pastor focused on our theme. His
ceremonial message was inspirational, stimulating and rousing.
This Golden 50th Year Class Reunion was awesome! It proved to be spirit-filled, successful, motivational and impressive. The vision for the
class of “69” is to continue our fellowship and commitment to our theme“WE’VE COME THIS FAR BY FAITH!”

Samuel L. Jackson visited the Mobile County Training School
campus in 2019 and visited with Principal James Patterson.
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Consider Dan’s situation in a hypothetical example. Dan, an elderly single Alabamian,
passed away last month. As a young man, Dan purchased a home and obtained a deed
bearing his name as the sole legal owner. Dan never legally transferred his land to anyone
and he paid his property taxes each year. Dan fathered four sons. Two of Dan’s sons
predeceased him. Those two sons were single at the time of their death; however, they
each fathered four children who reside throughout the country. Based on the hypothetical
facts, Dan’s land would presumably pass to his children whom outlived him and the eight
grandchildren his other sons fathered.
In Dan’s heir property example, several people would have an ownership interest in Dan’s
land. Puzzling would surface. Who will pay the property taxes? Who will live in Dan’s
home? Who will make repairs on the home? What happens if heirs marry, pass away or
make a will transferring their fractional portion of Dan’s land to someone else?
When property taxes go unpaid, the Mobile County Revenue Commission could sell an
individual’s land for unpaid taxes. In Dan’s situation, his heirs could lose the land if they
fail to pay property taxes each year. Dan’s heirs could face an array of challenges with
managing the land, including timely payment of property taxes, selling timber off the land,
and qualifying for home improvement grants, among others. Heir property contributes to
land loss as no one person has clear title to land.
Clear title to property results in barrier-free ownership where land could remain within
a family. The land could pass legally from generation to generation. Landowners could
apply for city and county grants to improve the land. Simply put, land with clear title is
less susceptible to condemnation, tax sales, and other land loss threats.

From Left to Right: Managing Attorney Ann
Brown, AfricaTown Project Attorney Valynda
Jerome-Williams and Administrative Assistant,
Tamara Harold.

LSA has experience dealing with heir property matters. LSA is a non-profit law firm providing free civil legal assistance to low-income
Alabamians. Last year, the Mobile Regional office collaborated with the City of Mobile and the Mobile County Commission to provide several
community clinics, including a large land loss community legal clinic last April at the Robert L. Hope Community Center. The office staffed
several attorneys at the clinic who provided free drafting of Wills, Powers of Attorney, and Affidavits of Heirships; conducted title searches;
helped with deed recordings; discussed probate services; and screened AfricaTown residents for other civil legal needs.
“We do what we do because we want to help community residents with heir property matters and other civil legal issues,” Valynda JeromeWilliams AfricaTown Project Attorney stated. “Land loss is a problem we want to help tackle.” This year, the office will continue providing
free services to the AfricaTown community. “I am very pleased and excited to be involved in the Africatown project to help residents get clear
titles to their homes,” Ann Brown Managing Attorney for the Mobile Office said. “Historically too many African American families have lost
property because of not having clear titles to their homes. In addition, to helping families get clear titles to their properties, our goal is also to
educate and inform the community about the advantages of having a will.”
The Mobile Regional Office is located at 104 Saint Francis Street Suite 700 Mobile, Alabama 36602. For more information, please visit the
office, explore the website at https://legalservicesalabama.org/, contact the local office at (251) 433-6560 or call the LSA Central Call Center at
(866) 456-4995 or (888) 835-3505, para Español.

From Left to Right: Attorney Ronnie Williams, District 1 County
Commissioner Merceria Ludgood, AfricaTown Project Attorney
Valynda Jerome-Williams and Attorney Ishmael Jaffree.

From Left to Right: Administrative Assistant Sherry Rudolph and
AfricaTown Project Attorney Valynda Jerome-Williams.
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The National Geographic Forum
Africatown native Major Joe Womack & Africatown
Founders Descendant and native Joycelyn Davis
starred at a National Forum about Africatown hosted by
The National Geographic Magazine at their National
Headquarters in Washington,D.C. on Thursday evening.
An overflow crowd of more than 500 people packed their
auditorium to hear the story of the last shipment of slaves,
the community they founded and the search for and
finding of The Clotilda, America’s last slave ship. The
program was set to start at 7:30 and end at 9, however,
the audience would not let it end until 10:30 as we were
interrupted several times by applause with the last ovation
lasting 5 minutes. As the word spread, people want to
know more. They just love the story. I call it “ America’s
greatest success story that continues today.”

Forward Network, a national coalition of environmental justice
community organizations in port cities who work together to improve
federal environmental and civil rights policy for our communities.
In July 2018, MEJAC helped ensure Africatown participation with
the first public meeting conducted by the Alabama Department
of Transportation about the proposed I-10 toll bridge, tunnel, and
bayway. MEJAC submitted a letter in opposition in partnership with
numerous Africatown community organizations and regional advocacy
organizations including frequent collaborators like the Mobile County
Training High School Alumni Association, Clean Healthy Educated
Safe & Sustainable Africatown (Africatown~C.H.E.S.S.), Yorktown
Missionary Baptist Church, Union Missionary Baptist Church, Center
for Fair Housing, Mobile Branch NAACP Unit #5044, and the Sierra
Club Mobile Bay Group. To the best of our knowledge, those who
spoke up on behalf of Africatown in this letter were the first to take a public stance against the proposed toll anywhere in the region.

What’s Next for Environmental Justice in Africatown?

Well, in March 2019, MEJAC submitted nearly 20,000 words in response to the City of Mobile’s proposed Unified Development Code (UDC),
an overhaul to the zoning code which included many new definitions and interesting possibilities. The 2015 Africatown Neighborhood Plan
is featured as a guiding document for the 2019 UDC draft, but the UDC also added several new zoning designations that were non-existent in
2015. MEJAC spent many hours consulting with residents, residential stakeholders, and regional advocates about the possibilities of the UDC’s
new definitions and what they could mean for the effort to revitalize Africatown. Another draft of the UDC will be publicly unveiled very soon,
hopefully by the time this newsletter is published, and MEJAC will again be pouring over the document looking for the ways it can and should
help the process of revitalization and long-term preservation of historic Africatown.

Arts, Culture, and Community Development
By: Greg Cyprian

The significance that Arts and Culture plays in helping to rebuild communities can be greatly undervalued in the very communities that needs them the
most. The citizens that live in the impoverished neighborhoods, the companies
and businesses that are in or surround those neighborhoods, and the cities
that those neighborhoods reside in all play a significant part in revitalization
efforts.
Arts and Culture can help to shape, build, and repair communities while giving them a unique identity. With the right support, they thrive. They define
what a community was, is, and can be. They are not always at the community
development table, but indeed they should be. They are crucial elements in the
urban renewal matrix and when given full support can clearly result in a more
vibrant community.
When reimagining the Africatown community why should art and culture be
a priority in the integration of community development? The arts along with
culture help to build bridges between people, ideas, and places. They allow
us to be active in providing education programs and outreach to the disadvantaged. They can help foster community development partners
that include social service agencies, non-profits, artists, community planners, and creative thinkers to change the housing landscape, provide
economic opportunities, improve infrastructure, create public spaces, inform planning and zoning codes, enhance education and health opportunities, engage community members, and rebrand the community.
Exposure to and participation in arts and culture projects also gives people a voice to speak out and express themselves. Participation puts
people in touch with their heritage and helps give definition to community identity. This directly impacts on community pride and solidarity.
Greg Cyprian is Executive Director of Legacy 166, a non-profit based in Mobile that provides Reading Literacy and Arts Programming in Art,
Dance, Music, Theatre and Photography with a Mission to “Reduce the effects of Intergenerational Poverty through Arts, Culture, Education
and Community Collaborations.
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MEJAC has for years provided technical and general support for Young People of Africatown’s Africatown Community Day, the Clotilda
Descendant Association’s Spirit of our Ancestors Festival, the Africatown~C.H.E.S.S.-sponsored quarterly community meetings, and the work
of the Africatown Connections Blueway planning team including its annual Under The Bridge Festival. MEJAC’s mission is to engage and
organize with Mobile’s most threatened communities in order to defend the inalienable rights to clean air, water, soil, health, and safety and to
take direct action when government fails to do so, ensuring community self-determination. Those who make MEJAC what it is are available to
help answer environmental questions and will seek justice and accountability for toxic trespass. MEJAC will always stand with Africatown in
asserting its exhaustion with industrial investment in the neighborhood at the expense of its residential integrity and undervalued historical and
cultural significance.

Environmental Studies Students Present Research at Climate Change Conference
Environmental studies students and faculty mentor Janet Fiskio, associate professor of environmental studies, attended the seventh annual
HBCU Climate Change Conference in New Orleans.
The four-day conference in November, hosted by the Deep South Center for Environmental Justice, offered students the opportunity to learn
from the foremost figures in the environmental justice movement as well as from their peers. The students attended the conference, presented
research in a plenary session, and exhibited the poster, “Environmental Justice and Local Knowledge in Africatown, Alabama.” Poster author
and senior Eli Presberg was recognized with a third-place award, out of 51 submissions.
Africatown, Alabama, is recognized as one of the first towns founded and
led by African Americans in the United States, with some of its original
residents who were among a group of Africans forcibly transported to
the United States aboard an illegal slave ship. Today, Africatown is also
known for its reports of industrial pollution and public health problems.
For their research, the students collaborated with the Africatown, Alabama, community and participated as interviewers, videographers, transcribers, and web designers in the development of the Africatown Digital
Archive.
“The students are models of engaged researchers, with a nuanced understanding of the ethics of community-based partnerships,” says Janet
Fisko. “This project values the knowledge that community historians hold
and their role as mentors of students. This was evident at the conference,
where Africatown community members and Oberlin students attended
and warmly supported each other’s presentations.”
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How Africatown Made MEJAC
By Ramsey Sprague

In 2012, news about oil company plans to partner with wealthy Mobilians to expand petrochemical storage and transmission facilities in
and around the historic Africatown neighborhood became known publicly through the efforts of longtime civil rights advocate Jerry Pogue
and David Underhill, who was then the Mobile Bay Sierra Club Conservation Chair. Several local and regional groups became involved in
educational efforts to defend the rights of Africatown residents against dangerous and polluting industry through the Center for Fair Housing’s
Regional Justice Summit.
After many months, a group of Africatown residents in partnership with regional groups conducted a training that invited assistance from a
group of young people involved with the indigenous-led movement against extreme forms of energy extraction, including Ramsey Sprague.
As a result of that training, Africatown residents formed a collaborative, all-volunteer grassroots agency designed to serve the Mobile region’s
many struggles for environmental justice. It was named the Mobile Environmental Justice Action Coalition (MEJAC) and was founded in
September 2013 with Teresa Fox-Bettis of the Center for Fair Housing as its first board president.
MEJAC was initially very focused on mobilizing Africatown resident participation in regional planning efforts, including the planning and
permitting process for the Plains Southcap pipeline system through Africatown and the associated massive above ground petrochemical storage
tank farm with a huge truck depot and train yard proposed in the remaining undeveloped footprint of the former International Paper mill.
While the Plains Southcap pipeline system was refurbished through the Africatown community, the huge petrochemical tank farm was never
developed, and the outrage the project inspired continues to drive MEJAC’s purpose.
In April 2014, MEJAC facilitated the journey of two Africatown elders, Mae
Jones and Louise Moorer, and Native American environmental advocate
Ramsey Sprague to tour the tar sands strip mines, refineries, and toxic
waste lakes in Treaty 6 & 8 territories of Canada in Alberta province. Tar
sands are what were to be stored at the huge petrochemical tank farm that
failed. While sharing the Africatown story there, Oberlin College professor
Dr. Janet Fiskio approached the MEJAC group. Oberlin College has been
partnered with several Africatown community organizations and institutions
ever since.
Africatown’s stance against industrialization without revitalization was
further solidified when residents and residential stakeholders took part in the
development of the City of Mobile’s Africatown Neighborhood Plan over
the course of 2015. That plan documented many of the concerns with overindustrialization of the neighborhood including lack of access to the natural waterways surrounding the neighborhood, water pollution, unsafe
roadways, noxious odors, dust and debris, noise pollution, air pollution, and suspected legacy contamination of industrial sites like the old
International Paper mill.
It took the City of Mobile two and half years after the tank farm at the International Paper mill site was thwarted to adopt an ordinance that
would notify nearby residents about above ground petrochemical storage tank developments in Mobile neighborhoods, and from 2013-2016
MEJAC was heavily involved in supporting Africatown residents through the entire process. MEJAC demanded permanent protections for
historic Africatown, but despite the fact that the ordinance is very weak, it is still among the strongest tank farm ordinances in the country.
From 2013-2016, three other attempts to rezone Residential Africatown property to Industrial were thwarted largely through Africatown
residents simply showing up and speaking out during the public hearings for these permits.
In 2016 after many months of training in Atlanta under the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Region 4 Environmental Justice Office,
MEJAC’s second and current board president Ramsey Sprague helped form a plan to get some more highly accurate scientific data about
the Africatown environment that involved working with the Baheth Research and Development Laboratory (BRDL). The study MEJAC
commissioned from BRDL looked at historical industrial land use in the neighborhood, as well as other environmental conditions like the
movement of water and top soil hydrology. MEJAC is developing a curriculum related to the study’s findings for Africatown residents,
stakeholders, and regional advocates that will be shared throughout 2020 and beyond.
MEJAC’s work has also included numerous interventions on behalf of Africatown residents and stakeholders in other important regional
planning and permitting processes like in February 2016 when the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District was informed of
MEJAC’s commitment to ensure the Corps’ appropriate observation of its environmental justice obligation under Executive Order 12898,
which requires Federal agencies to assure minority and low-income populations do not experience disproportionately high and adverse
environmental and human impacts from Federal activities and projects. That letter began a three year process of intervention into the Alabama
State Port Authority’s (ASPA) interest in dramatically enlarging the Mobile Harbor Ship Channel and thus increasing truck and train traffic
coming to and from the Port of Mobile. While MEJAC ultimately didn’t win any concessions for the Africatown, Orange Grove, and Down the
Bay communities, the experience with the ASPA and USACE permitting process taught many valuable lessons for the next time these agencies
want to dramatically increase pollution without committing to doing anything about it. Also due to this work, MEJAC joined the Moving
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Alabama Historical Commission and Partners Announce “Clotilda: the Exhibition”
in New Africatown Facility
By: Andi Martin

(Montgomery, AL) The Alabama Historical Commission (AHC) has partnered with The History Museum of Mobile to develop Clotilda: The
Exhibition in a new Africatown facility. Clotilda: The Exhibition includes the histories of the final journey of the Clotilda, the settlement and
history of Africatown, and the discovery of the sunken schooner, all through a combination of interpretive text panels, documents, and artifacts.
AHC will contribute more than a dozen artifacts from the Clotilda to the exhibit.
The exhibit will be housed in a forthcoming facility - the “Africatown Heritage House” - that will be adjacent to the Robert Hope Community
Center in the heart of Africatown. The building project was spearheaded by Mobile County Commissioner Merceria Ludgood, the City of Mobile, and City of Mobile Mayor Sandy Stimpson and construction will begin immediately. Work on the facility is expected to be completed by
late summer 2020, with the exhibit tentatively opening in October 2020.
After 1808, Federal Law prohibited the importation of Africans to the United States. In 1860, co-conspirators Timothy Meaher and Captain
William Foster made a bet that they could smuggle enslaved Africans into the United States, despite the law. They journeyed to an area of Africa, now known as Benin, and forcibly migrated 110 enslaved Africans to Mobile on the Clotilda, the last-known slave ship to enter the United
States. After scuttling and burning the vessel to hide the evidence of their crime, the illicit voyage was denied, which left the descendants and
survivors without “proof” of their connection to Africa. Africatown, a small town outside of Mobile, AL was established post-Civil War by a
band of Clotilda survivors and descendants. The vessel’s existence was questioned for nearly 160 years until May 2019 when AHC announced
the scientific evidence of a wreck in the Mobile River was that of the Clotilda, and the announcement became an international press sensation
that inspired curiosity and pilgrimage to Africatown.
The exhibit will serve as a platform to continue dialog and facilitate much
needed understanding and education about the impact of slavery and the
long-lasting effects that have shaped Alabama and the country. Artifacts
from the ship, in tandem with first-hand accounts of Clotilda survivors, will
not only serve as dynamic insight into the Middle Passage, but also as tools
that could shape how we all understand and teach the effects of the abhorrent institution that was slavery and the aftermath of Emancipation. The
History Museum of Mobile will supplement artifacts from its own collection to showcase the breadth of the maritime history of Mobile.
“Through this exhibit and collaborative effort, everyone will have the opportunity to experience the moving story of the Clotilda and its survivors,” said Lisa Demetropoulos Jones, Executive Director, Alabama Historical Commission. “This exhibit will bring the tragedy of slavery into
focus while witnessing the triumph and resilience of the human spirit in overcoming a horrific crime.”
“With worldwide attention on the recent discovery of the Clotilda, the Alabama Historical Commission is excited to collaborate with The History Museum of Mobile on its maritime exhibit by lending artifacts recovered in the exploration of the Clotilda site,” said Eddie Griffith, Alabama Historical Commission Chairman. “These samples of materials were clues in verifying that the wreck was indeed the Clotilda and elevate
its story to tangible reminders of the complex intertwining of the slave trade with Mobile’s maritime trade.”
AHC is charged with protecting, preserving and interpreting Alabama’s historic places. This charge also includes abandoned shipwrecks, or the
remains of those ships, and all underwater archaeological artifacts embedded in or on lands belonging to the State of Alabama. This mandate is
set forth in the Abandoned Shipwrecks Act and the Alabama Underwater Cultural Resources Act.
To curate this exhibition, the History Museum of Mobile is drawing on the vast expertise of its staff, among whom there are professional
historians, collection management specialists, exhibit designers, and curators trained in marine archaeology, iron conservation, archaeological
documentation, public history, and cultural and forensic anthropology. Drawing on the archaeological reports released by the Alabama Historical Commission, Clotilda: The Exhibition tells the stories of the Clotilda and Africatown in the context of slavery and maritime shipping along
the Gulf Coast. It includes the histories of the final journey of the Clotilda, the settlement and history of Africatown, and the discovery of the
sunken schooner, all through a combination of interpretive text panels, documents, and artifacts.
“This exhibition will be a central, physical location for locals and tourists alike to discover the details of this important history,” said Meg McCrummen Fowler, director of the History Museum of Mobile. “Our priority is ensuring that the citizens of Africatown get the full benefit of
this exhibition. The History Museum of Mobile is honored to be offering our staff’s enormous experience with archeology, anthropology, and
public history. Ultimately, though, this exhibition is about Africatown telling Africatown’s story.”
“It is so gratifying to see federal , state, and local governments and private industry come together to bring another major asset to the Africatown community. Collaborations like these ensure that we will be able to honor and preserve the memory and legacy of the Clotilda and her
descendants for generations to come,” said Mobile County Commissioner Merceria Ludgood.
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Artifacts can dually bring the history alive for contemporary audiences and serve as empirical evidence of the past. “The past is represented
not only by stories but by the physical evidence of events,” said Dr. James Delgado, maritime archaeologist and Vice President of SEARCH
Inc., who led the scientific investigation for the Clotilda and consulted on the exhibit. “Those stories are revealed to the present by and through
archaeology. The wreck of Clotilda and artifacts recovered speaks powerfully about the events of July 1860 and the ship’s final voyage.
“This is an incredible opportunity to share this important story with the world while furthering our efforts to revitalize the Africatown community that already so reflects the resiliency exemplified by the Clotilda,” added City Council President Lavon Manzie, who represents the
area. “I’m proud that we have been able to secure the funding for this facility which will not only be key to telling the story of the Clotilda and
Africatown but it will also serve as a place for the community to gather for years to come.”

Navy Counselor Chief Petty Officer Jason J. Lewis

Navy Counselor Chief Petty Officer Jason J. Lewis of Mobile, Alabama son of Joseph and Betty
Lewis entered the United States Navy in 1998 and served on Naval plat forms such as Nuclear
Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault ships and shore duty in Rota Spain. In 2013 he won the
Recruiter of the Year Award before his conversion to Navy Counselor. In 2018 Chief Lewis and
his wife Karen began working with the youth and communities in Pensacola, FL and Mobile, AL.
Their goal was to give back time and energy to create strong families and successful communities.
They are the proud parents of Kennedi (7), Kyndall (6), Kensley (4) and Jabari (newborn)

The exhibition will be free to Mobile County residents, and admission from other visitors will be reinvested to support operations at the site.
The Alabama Historical Commission appreciates the collaboration, diligence, and expertise of the History Museum of Mobile in this project.
About the History Museum of Mobile: The History Museum of Mobile is where Mobile’s story begins. Over 117,000 objects weave together
the rich, diverse, and often turbulent histories of Mobile and the surrounding area, from the prehistoric past to the present. Located in the heart
of downtown, the History Museum of Mobile operates three campuses: The primary exhibitions are located in the Old City Hall-Southern
Market building at 111 South Royal Street; Colonial Fort Condé is at 150 South Royal Street; and the Phoenix Fire Museum is at 203 South
Claiborne Street. For more information, please visit: www.historymuseumofmobile.com
About the Alabama Historical Commission Located in historic
downtown Montgomery at 468 S. Perry Street, the Alabama
Historical Commission is the state historic preservation agency
for Alabama. The agency was created by an act of the state legislature in 1966 with a mission to protect, preserve and interpret
Alabama’s historic places. AHC works to accomplish its mission
through two fields of endeavor: Preservation and promotion of
state-owned historic sites as public attractions; and, statewide
programs to assist people, groups, towns, and cities with local
preservation activities. For a complete list of programs and properties owned and operated by the AHC, hours of operation, and
admission fees please visit ahc.alabama.gov.

Navy Counselor Petty Officer Jason Ellis

Navy Counselor Petty Officer Jason Ellis Joined the United Navy in 2009 and has served
on Submarines prior to his conversion to being a Navy Counselor. While serving as a Talent
Scout in the Mobile, AL area he earned the Talent Scout of the Nation (putting more people
in the United States Navy then another Talent Scout in America. He has served in the Mobile
community leading his Future Recruits in how to give back to the community and has himself
given countless hours mentoring the youth and preserving homes and communities. He and
his wife Kia are the proud parents of Kayla (10)

MLK DAY 2019 WITH KEEP MOBILE BEAUTIFUL AND MOBILE BAY KEEPERS

Senate Unanimously Passes Jones-Shelby Resolution to Memorialize Discovery of the Clotilda
WASHINGTON – The U.S. Senate today unanimously passed a resolution introduced by U.S. Senators Doug Jones (D-Ala.) and Richard
Shelby (R-Ala.) to memorialize the discovery of the Clotilda, the last known ship to bring enslaved Africans to the United States.
“By passing this resolution, the United States Senate has recognized the monumental significance of the Clotilda and the resilience of its
descendants,” Senator Jones said. “It is my sincere hope that we can use this an as an opportunity to further educate our society and to have
meaningful conversations about racial injustice and how to continue moving our state forward.”
“I am pleased that we are taking the proper steps to memorialize the recent discovery of the Clotilda in the Mobile River,” said Senator
Shelby. “This remarkable site – which has been preserved by local residents, historians, and scientists – represents and honors the heritage and
many unique traditions of the historic Africatown community. Further, the efforts to maintain and protect the Clotilda will provide important
educational value and opportunities for years to come.”

KITE DAY 2019 MCTSAA AND AFRICATOWN YOUTH WITH NAVY SAILORS

“How wonderful it is for the entire Africatown community that something intended for such evil, as was Clotilda’s last voyage, has blossomed
into an abundance of good for so many people. To have a resolution passed in the United States Senate that will forever be a part of the
congressional record recognizing the Africatown community is monumental,” said Darron Patterson, President of the Clotilda Descendants
Association.
The Clotilda arrived in Mobile Bay, Alabama in 1860, 53 years after the United States Congress banned the importation of enslaved people in
1807. Following the end of the Civil War in 1865, some of the captives who were brought to the United States aboard the Clotilda settled in
the area now known as Africatown, Alabama. On May 22, 2019, the Alabama Historical Commission and a team of scientists confirmed that
wreckage found in the Mobile River was the Clotilda.
The Fiscal Year 2020 appropriations bill included $500,000 for the Smithsonian Institution to support excavation, education, and community
engagement around discovery of the Clotilda. The bill also expanded eligibility for Civil Rights grants under the Historic Preservation Fund to
include recently discovered sites of the transatlantic slave trade, including the Clotilda.
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Commander Phelps
Good afternoon to the Africatown Community and to all the guests that are here today. I am Commander Roger Phelps, Commanding Officer of Navy Talent Acquisition Group New New Orleans. So
yesterday some members of my team and I received a very thorough history lesson on the community
of Africatown and some of the great people that have come from and around this community, and
I must say that I am honored humbled to be standing here today receiving kind words of appreciation on behalf of Navy Talent Acquisition Group New Orleans, the Navy Recruiting Orientation Unit
located in Pensacola, FL, Navy Recruiting Command, and the United States Navy.
As you may have heard or seen, those who serve in the US Navy are FORGED BY THE SEA, and
when we travel the world and especially when we return home, we are committed to serve and give
back to the communities we work in, live in, and to the communities that raised us. Our SAILORS’
contribution to Africatown is a result of the hard work, sacrifice, and service of those who have gone
before us, and that all starts in communities like this. A community that has contributed a known history of successful citizens, whose talents have served in our military, education systems, public service
and safety, & even professional sports, all with a purpose of making things better. A great example of
this type of person is one of the main reasons why we are all here today. Navy Counselor Chief Jason
Lewis, a product of the Africatown community, has been serving his country as a member of the US
Navy for years.
He is the driving force behind the volunteer efforts that have taken place by Sailors of NTAG New Orleans and the Navy Recruiting Orientation Unit since his return to the area late in 2017, as an instructor at the Navy’s Recruiting School House in Pensacola, FL. It truly is an honor
for me to be a part of today’s recognition of community service by Navy Sailors, and I look forward to our continued service and relationships.
I am proud of each and every one of the Sailors here today for your efforts to give back. And to everyone involved, thank you for allowing us
the opportunity to serve. I would now like Navy Counselor Chief Jason Lewis to please come up and share his thoughts. Thank you!
Bell Ringing:
It is tradition in Navy Recruiting that we ring the command bell every month after we accomplish our mission. For NTAG New Orleans, we
have done so now for 11 months straight! Today we would like to share in ALL OF OUR success and that of Africatown by ringing the bell
here at the Mobile County Training School and commemorate this special day.

Full text of the resolution follows:
Whereas, from 1525 to 1866, the transatlantic slave trade resulted in more than 12,000,000 individuals being taken from their homes in
Africa and made to endure the horrors of the Middle Passage to the Americas, where those individuals were forced into enslavement;
Whereas, on March 2, 1807, Congress enacted legislation banning the importation of enslaved people, which went into effect on January
1, 1808;
Whereas, in contravention of that ban, the last enslaved Africans forced to endure the voyage to the United States came aboard the
Clotilda, which—
(1) left from Whydah, modern-day Benin, in May of 1860;
(2) arrived in Port of Pines in Grand Bay, Mississippi, on July 9, 1860; and
(3) was ultimately brought to Mobile Bay, Alabama, on July 14, 1860, carrying 110 individuals, including men,
women, and children;
Whereas, shortly after arrival in Mobile Bay, Alabama, the Captain of the Clotilda scuttled and burned the ship to the waterline in order
to conceal the evidence of his crime;
Whereas, following the end of the Civil War and the emancipation of enslaved Africans, some of the captives brought to the United States
aboard the Clotilda settled in the area now known as Africatown, Alabama;
Whereas, on May 22, 2019, the Alabama Historical Commission and a team of scientists confirmed that a wreckage found in the Twelve
Mile Island section of the Mobile River was the Clotilda;
Whereas, in the 160 years since the Clotilda was brought to Mobile Bay, the residents of Africatown, Alabama, have played a critical role
in preserving the unique and important heritage and traditions of their community;
Whereas the Africatown Historic District was listed on the National Register of Historic Places on December 4, 2012, and is home to a
number of important historic sites, including—
(1) the Mobile County Training School;
(2) the Old Landmark Baptist Church, now known as the Union Baptist Church; and
(3) the Africatown Cemetery, where many of the individuals who survived the forced migration to the United
States in 1860 are buried: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that—

Commander Squirrel
What do Africatown and the United States Navy have in common? They were both Forged by
The Sea. The word Forged defined by Dictionary.com means to form or make strong especially by
a concentrated effort. The Africans that were taken from their homeland had to form strong bonds
and make a concentrated effort to survive the long cruel journey from West Africa. 110 young
men, women and children were abducted and crowded into a ship known as the Clotilda that
set sail on a six-week crossing of the Atlantic Ocean into the Gulf of Mexico enroute to Mobile,
Alabama. Bringing slaves to the United States at this was outlawed. The Captain of the Clotilda
attempted to cover up laws they were violating by setting the Clotilda on fire. There were people
that denied the journey even happened. I stand here today to tell you that these events did occur,
and the survivors and their descendants need to be acknowledged.
On January 31, 1865 Congressed passed a bill to abolish slavery. Ratified on December 6, 1865.
This bill became the 13th amendment which led to Africatown being Forged by slaves brought
to America on the Clotilda. Africatown was built on small plots land just north of Mobile. The
freed slaves created new lives for themselves and their families, but never forgotten their African
heritage.

(1) the recent confirmation of the wreckage of the Clotilda, the last slave ship to arrive in the United States, constitutes a monumental
discovery of local, national, and international importance and educational value;
(2) discovery of the Clotilda may serve as an inflection point for meaningful conversation about both past and present injustices;
(3) the residents of Africatown, Alabama, embody a spirit of resilience and a determination to build a better community for their
descendants; and
(4) all efforts should be made—
(A) to preserve and protect the Clotilda and associated historic sites in Africatown, Alabama; and
(B) to use the discovery of the Clotilda to provide education to local, national, and international audiences about—
(i) the violent history of the transatlantic slave trade;
(ii) the stories of the last enslaved Africans to arrive in the United States; and
(iii) the rich and unique history of the community built by the descendants of those individuals.

There are numerous descendants who still reside in Africatown today and celebrate their ancestor
along with their heritage. One of those descendants, Navy Chief Jason Lewis (better known as J.
Lew) has been an instrumental in Forging a partnership between the Africatown community and the United States Navy. Chief Lewis’ faithful
dedication to his hometown has exposed many Sailors from NORU and NATG New Orleans with all different backgrounds to a piece of US of
US history that many people don’t know about. This partnership will strength the Africatown community and FORGE a bond with the world’s
most powerful Navy.
Now I would like to acknowledge and pay respect to the original settlers of AFRICATOWN!
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US Navy & The National Park Service
By Liz Smith-Incer

Just about three years ago the Mobile County Training School Alumni Association shared a dream of theirs with the National Park Service.
That dream was re-connecting kids of all ages to the waterways that surround Mobile County. Along with many other project partners and in
a collaborative effort, the Mobile County Training School Alumni Association applied for technical assistance from the National Park Service
Rivers Trails & Conservation Assistance Program and that is when I began working with the community.
The National Park Service has been assisting to bring together residents from the four jurisdictions that are represented by the Africatown
Connections Blueway which is a 10+ mile water trail that will connect the historical neighborhoods of Africatown to areas north of Africatown
USA State Park. These jurisdictions are the City of Mobile, City of Prichard, City of Chickasaw and Mobile County. Folks are working
together to identify important historical and cultural points of interest along the waterways of Three Mile Creek, Mobile River and Chickasaw
Creek.
The Africatown Connections Blueway seeks to connect, not separate, seeks to join not divide.
On Friday, January 31, 2020, the US Navy, the National Park Service and the community of Africatown celebrated our united interest in
protecting our water ways and the special natural spaces that surround us.
The National Park Service is honored to tell the stories of our US Navy and of Naval Veterans. One story that we tell is about John H. Lawson.
Mr. Lawson was a free black man from Philadelphia and was in his mid-twenties when he enlisted in the Navy at New York in 1863. We do not
know what motivated his enlistment two years into the war. Later in life, he supported his family as a small-scale retailer and was active in the
Grand Army of the Republic, the North’s Civil War veterans’ organization.
Now here is what connects Mr. Lawson to all of us in the Mobile metropolitan area.
Lawson served on board the flagship U.S.S. Hartford during successful attacks against Fort Morgan in Mobile Bay on the 5th of August 1864.
He was wounded in the leg and thrown violently against the side of the ship when an enemy shell hit the deck.
Lawson, upon regaining his composure, promptly returned to his station and, although urged to go below for treatment, steadfastly continued
his duties throughout the remainder of the action.
For these actions at the Battle of Mobile, John H. Lawson was recognized with the Medal of Honor, our nation’s highest award for U.S.
military service members who have distinguished themselves by acts of valor.
Thanks to the coordination of US Navy Chief Jason Lewis, US Navy servicemen and women have committed to continuing that excellent ethic
of service for the Community of Africatown.

Appreciation Day for Navy Volunteers Set for Jan. 31
Africatown, Mobile, and The Navy: A Shared Connection with the Water

MOBILE, Ala. (Jan. 17, 2020) – Africatown will honor hundreds of local US Navy Sailors during a special event at Africatown’s Mobile
County Training School Jan. 31.
Since March 2018, these Sailors, mostly from the local recruiting stations and the recruiting school, have been volunteering in the Greater
Mobile Area, especially doing community clean-ups in Africatown.
The Commanding Officers for the NTAG (Navy Talent Acquisition Group) and Navy Recruiting Orientations Unit (NORU) permitted the
sailors and naval assets to go into the local communities to mentor and conduct community rehabilitations projects, with the end goal of
building sustained communities and building positive relationships.
The projects have been especially meaningful for Chief Petty Officer Jason Lewis, a Mobile native who grew up in the Josephine Allen Homes
public housing community in Africatown’s Happy Hills neighborhood. He personally led many of the volunteer efforts, with the support of
Senior Chief Petty Officer Jessie Quarterman Jr., First Class Petty Officer Jason Ellis and sailors with the NTAG in New Orleans and NORU on
Naval Air Station Pensacola. They have been instrumental in organizing the work and the crews for these efforts at the local level.
“Going back to the neighborhood where I grew up, and seeing it in the condition that it was in really moved me to come in and give back in
some way,” said Lewis. “My mother always told me to take care of what I have until I can get better.”
The naval volunteers worked with a number of Mobile organizers and community leaders, including: Anderson Flen of MCTSAA (Mobile
County Training School Alumni Association); Cleon Jones of ACDC (Africatown Community Development Corporation); Joe Womack
of Africatown~C.H.E.S.S. (Clean, Healthy, Educated, Safe, Sustainable); Liz Smith-Incer of the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails &
Conservation Assistance Program; Pastor Chris Williams of Yorktown Missionary Baptist Church; Pastor Derrick Tucker of Union Baptist
Church; Phyllis Wingard of Keep Mobile Beautiful; and Chad Chappell of Mobile Baykeepers. These partnerships have produced a cleaner
city. Plus, the sailors’ working has encouraged teens and other residents to pitch in.
The combination of Naval Leadership united with community leaders has helped galvanize the community as a whole. “The execution of
community clean-ups and mentoring by these young sailors has been excellent; the US Navy can be proud,” said Joe Womack, a retired US
Marine, and other Africatown leaders.
The amount of work done over the past year alone has produced: the completion of a mapping project with C.H.E.S.S.; youth kite-making
day with MCTSAA; painting and carpentry at five homes with Africatown CDC; and the disposal of
300 bags of debris with these and other organizations. In 2019, the sailors also marched in the City of
Saraland’s 200 Year Bicentennial Inaugural Parade, a testament to the community pride in the US Navy’s
service across the area.
The sailors’ work ethic and the expertise of the engineers, nuclear power technicians, aviation support
teams, and the many Future Recruits from the Talent Acquisition team were on full display during
classroom STEM presentations in Mobile area local schools.
The Navy volunteers have also shown that their commitment to community is a family affair. In addition
to the sailors volunteering, they also brought their family members to help out.
On one occasion, Lewis’ wife Karen presented Africatown youth and sailors’ children with volunteer
certificates after a cleanup in Spring 2019.
“We are a Navy Family and our community is where we do our best work,” said Karen.
The US Navy is also connected to the community via water, even more so with the May 2019
confirmation that the Clotilda slave ship, which launched the Africatown story, had been discovered in
the Mobile River Delta. The Navy’s new branding tagline, “Forged by the Sea,” fits right into the story
of achievement and overcoming difficulties, though nothing as difficult as the African survivors of the
Clotilda, who formed their own community right after their emancipation from slavery.
Navy volunteers have also been involved in preservation work like rehabilitating many of Africatown’s blighted homes and dilapidated surfaces
throughout the community. “It’s only fitting for us to not only serve our country, but give back to the community” said Navy Counselor Jason
Ellis, who echoed the sentiments of Lewis, Quarterman and many volunteer sailors.
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Caption: US Navy Servicemen, National Park Service and Mobile County Training School
Alumni Association meet to share ideas related to the Africatown Connections Blueway. Credit:
National Park Service

The Navy technical field jobs, maritime history, and highly educated service members have set the mark for how serving our country looks.
As the Mobile communities expand on their ties to the water, the Navy will be there to help “Forge” stronger relationships with Mobile area
residents well into the future.
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